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diagnose patients‘ symptoms and provide cost
effective treatment for individuals [4].

Abstract- Nowadays, heart disease is the leading cause
of death globally, with an estimated 610000 lives each
year due to heart condition. One of the most common
causes of heart disease is high blood pressure (HBP),
fasting blood sugar (FBS), diabetes, cholesterol, Body
mass Index (BMI), heart rate (HR). Diagnosis of heart
disease is more prevalent nowadays; this involves a lot
of accuracy and uncertainty due to the large-scale
data decision-based on doctors may fail in some cases.
Data mining is an intelligent diagnostic tool in
healthcare. Thus, it is imperative to predict that each
menace stage depends on age, sex, blood pressure,
diabetes symptoms, what we can do for precaution by
diagnosing the disease and proper treatment at the
right moment. The purpose of the research work is to
develop different predictive models using different
forecasting measures and perform comparative
analysis. In this work, we have used Cleveland and
Statlog datasets with Naive Bayes (NB), K-Nearest
Neighbors (KNN), and Logistic Regression (LR),
Support vector machine (SVM), Decision Tree (DT),
and Random Forest (RF) Classifier to develop various
predictors. The experiment result shows that the
random forest classifier gives better accuracy and
results on both datasets when we perform a
comparative analysis of them among all other
classification models

1.2 Machine Learning Based Approach
Machine learning is a simulated intellect model
so as to provide various algorithms to make
computers more intelligent to make a computer an
intelligent machine[5], [6]. Classification methods
are the mainly extensively used algorithm in the
healthcare field because it helps predict the status of
patients by classifying patients' records and locating
the class that matches the new patient records[7],
[8]. This paper presents an introduction to the
classification algorithm used in our comparative
study of heart disease prediction models using
Naïve Bayes (NB), KNN, SVM, LR, Decision Tree
(DT), Random Forest (RF) classifier on healthcare
dataset and diagnostic the patients' ailment from
patients is inflated Becomes challenging when
training and testing data is from a different
domain[9], [10].
Each technique has a different way of creating a
classifier, which ensures that these techniques
behave differently and produce different results[11].
where the original dataset differs Different training
and testing are divided into sets[7][12]. In each
validation cycle, an observation is conducted where
the remaining observations serve as training sets
and they are used to create the classifier model[13].

Keywords– Heart ailment, forecast classification, facts
removal Classifier, Ensemble Learning, Random Forest
(RF).

1. INTRODUCTION
2. PROBLEM DEFINITION
The heart consists of strength to pumps blood;
arteries to provide blood to the heart muscle, if the
blood delivers to a part of the heart strength is
completely block heart failure can take place.
General symptoms‘ include High blood pressure
(HBP), Fasting Blood Sugar (FBS), Cholesterol,
BMI, Heart Rate (HR); Diabetes is the main cause
of heart failure and stroke[1], [2].

In this research work, A comparative study of
two dataset are used for prediction and analysis of
heart disease with examining patient symptoms by
means of facts removal categorization methods, to
achieve this goal, a literature review to review data
mining operations connected to the analysis of heart
ailment was done[14].
Six classifiers (e.g., Naive Bayes (NB), Decision
Tree (DT), Support Vector Machine (SVM), KNearest Neighbor (KNN), Logistic Regression
(LR), and Random Forest (RF)) were selected to
create the model with the maximum accuracy
possible[5], [15]–[17].

1.1 Fact Removal Method
In Healthcare industry Fact Removal Method is
used for diagnosing and detecting patients‘ disease
before time using healthcare data present on UCI
Machine Learning Repository over worldwide[3].
Medical support from data helps experts to
1
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We have also explored precision score, recall
score, F-score, false negative using confusion
matrix for every algorithm used[8], [10], [16], [18].

3. RELATED RESEARCH
Disease Detection is the important part of the
healthcare industry. Many Researchers are working
on heart disease prediction for better result[19].
Table 1 summaries the literature survey of existing
research in prediction and detection ailment.
3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Table 1: Literature Survey

Author

Purpose

C.Ordonez
(2001)[20]

Mining association LM,LAD,LCX,RC
rules and
A 70%
identifying useful
constraints

F.Le Duff
(2007)[21]

533 patients who Naïve Bayes (NB)
had suffered from Mean age is 63
cardiac arrest
73% men & 27%
women.
Discovery of
Decision
Tree
hidden pattern and (DT) (80.4%)
relationship using Neural
Network
heart disease
(NN) (85.68%)
prediction system Naïve Bayes (NB)
(86.12%)
Heart Disease
Fuzzy Logic (FL),
Prediction using Neural Network
CANFIS and
Genetic Algorithm
Improved Study of Neural
Heart Disease
Network=100%
Prediction Using Decision
Data Mining
Tree=99.62%
Classification
Naïve
Technique
Bayes=90.74%

S.
Palaniappan
(2008)[4]

L.Parthiban
(2008)[22]

S.Dangare
(2012)[23]

S.U. Amin
(2013)[24]

E.Yilmaz
(2013)[25]

B.Tarley
(2017)[26]

S.D.Desai
(2019)[9]

Genetic
Neural
Network
Based
Data Mining in
Prediction of Heart
Disease
Using
Risk Factor
Determination of
fetal state from
cardiotocogram
using LS-SVM
Improved
Artificial Neural
Network for
dimension
reduction in
medical data
classification
Evaluate the
precision of
characterization
models for the
illness

Techniques used
and accuracy

3.1 Naïve Bayes Classifier (NB)
NB that uses the probabilistic classifier[11]
P (A/B) = P (B/A)*P (A)
P (B)
Where A and B are two events, Such as NB)
classifiers use probability theory to find the most
likely classification of an unseen instance. This
algorithm performs positively but poorly with
hierarchical data[27]
3.2 K-nearest neighbor Classifier (KNN)
KNN [2] is a recognized technique for
classifying a hidden instance, which uses a
categorization of its adjacent instances. The
essential KNN categorization algorithm mechanism
by verdict K training instances that is close to the
hidden example using distance procedures[2], [28].
The algorithm after that sets the group for the
hidden example taking the most happening class in
the adjacent K instances.
3.3 Decision Tree Classifiers (DT)
The DT [16], [29] is a non-invariable supervised
learning technique worn for classification and
regression. The aim is to generate a replica that
predicts the rate of the goal unpredictable by
knowledge that is incidental from facts features.
Several compensation comprise easy to recognize
plus make clear. Trees can be anticipated, requiring
very modest data. Additional techniques frequently
need facts normalization, creating data variables
and extracting unfilled values[8], [21].

Neural
Network
(NN) =89%
Genetic
Algorithms

Quadratic Support
Vector Machine
(LS-SVM) =
91.62%
OLPP
Cleveland dataset
(92.0%)
Hungarian dataset
(81.1%)
Switzerland dataset
(99.0%)
BPNN =85.074%
LR=92.58%
Neural Network
(NN)

3.4 Support Vector Machine Classifier (SVM)
In machine learning, the SVM [10], [25] is a
monitored learning model with an Associated
Learning algorithm that analyzes the data used for
classification and regression analysis. Given a set of
training examples, each marked for one of the two
categories, SVM training creates a model that
provides new examples in one category or another,
making it a non-probabilistic classifier goes.
3.5 Logistic Regression Classifier (LR)
LR [9], [17], [30] provides high accurateness
plus chart illustration. In this algorithm, facts must
be imported primary and then trained. The LR
algorithm by the equation is revealed in the graph
viewing the differences among the attributes. From

Our goal is a comparative study of Machine
Learning based Heart disease prediction models to
ensure occurrence or nonappearance of disease or
which affecting the patient on the basis of less
number of attribute[13].
2
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the training facts, we encompass to estimate and
correspond to finest and predictable coefficients.

the heart disease diagnosis attribute. It was
classified as presence and absence[8], [34]. If it is
presence, then value of num would be low or
medium or high or very high. If it is absence, then
value of num would be zero[35].

Table 2: Attribute Description

3.8 Data Collection
The heart disease dataset can be easily
downloaded from the machine available at the UCI
repository[11], [19]. We use 14 of them to obtain
accurate results with a small number of
attributes[12], [36][37], [38]. The ―Target‖ field
refers to the occurrence of heart disease in the
patient (target). It is numeral valued from 0 (no
occurrence) to 4 (occurrence)[23]. The main
advantage of using this dataset is that it can be
communal with other manufactures or health
experts. Advice from other manufactures may be
helpful in improving the results of the proposed
framework[18]. Table 2 describe the characteristics
and their possible data types or value-selected in the
heart disease dataset.
Algorithm for Performance Evaluation
(1) Load data and Import Libraries for calculate
number of records and missing value from
large infinite data.
(2) Convert large data into categorical valued data
for feature selection & fix missing value by
applying Data Pre-Processing.
(3) Use the correlation matrix for depicting the
relation between feature attribute targets and
find the strong and negative correlation
between them.
(4) Apply Visualization technique for Data
Analysis of feature selection of relevant data
using Standard Scalar to fit & and transform
the data into 0 and 1 form which is easy for
predicting disease.
(5) Split the dataset into 80% training& 20%
testing data set to fit the parameter and assess
the performance of model respectively.
(6) Apply Machine Learning algorithm on both
dataset and compare the performance using
performance matrix for depicting which is
better algorithm.
(7) After modelling and predicting with Machine
Learning Classifier Check the Accuracy
Score, Precision, Recall, and F-Measure of
both dataset.
(8) Evaluate Result of both dataset and calculate
performance measure by plotting graph of
different classifier.

3.6 Random Forest Classifier (RF)
RF [5], [31] is an ensemble algorithm to
constructs a set of decision trees as of a random
example of training sets. It repeats the procedure
with numerous random samples as well as makes a
last choice based on majority selection. RF
algorithm is effectual in management of absent
values [6], [32].
In this work, we used the Cleveland and Statlog
datasets with Naive Bayes, KNN, Logistic
regression, SVM, Decision Tree, Random Forest
classifier to create various speculation models. The
test result shows that the Random Forest (RF)
Classifier provides better accuracy and has an effect
on both sets of data when we perform a
comparative analysis of it among all other
classification models.
3.7 Dataset Structure and description
In this paper, we used two dataset for study.
Cleveland dataset contain 303 records, 297
complete and 6 with missing/unknown values and
Statlog dataset having 270 complete records[5].
Both datasets have 76 attributes, but we have to use
14 features in an attempt to measure which disease
affecting the patients‘[5], [33]. The attribute num is
3
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3.10.1 Correlation Matrix
A correlation matrix is a chart to shows
association coefficients among variables. Every cell
in the table shows the correlation between two
variables. [18], [35].

Figure 1: Flow Chart of Heart Disease Prediction

Figure 3: Correlation Matrix

3.9 Data Pre-Processing
In this experiment, six missing values of instances
in the Cleveland dataset were cleaned and
transformed by data pre-processing, only 297
instances were taken for this study[31], [37]. For
the pre-processing of data, there are several steps
such as cleaning, normalization, transformation,
etc[18].

3.11 Statlog Heart Disease Dataset

3.10 Cleveland Heart Disease Dataset

Figure 4: Diseases vs. Non-Disease Analysis

Present: 120
Absent 150
4 EVALUATION AND RESULT
Precision=
Recall=
F1=
Accuracy=

Figure 2: Diseases vs. Non-Disease Analysis

1: 165 (Disease Present)
0: 138 (Disease Not Present)

Specificity=

………………………..1
………………………..2
…………….3
……………4
………........................5

(1) Positive (P): Observation is optimistic
(2) Negative (N): Observation is not
optimistic
4
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(3) True Positive (TP): Observation is
optimistic, and is predicted to be
optimistic.
(4) False Negative (FN): Observation is
optimistic, but is predicted pessimistic.
(5) True Negative (TN): Observation is
pessimistic, and is predicted to be
pessimistic.
(6) False Positive (FP): Observation is
pessimistic, but is predicted optimistically.

4.1.2 Statlog Heart Disease Dataset
Table 4: Attribute Description

3.11.1 Correlation Matrix

Figure 7: Accuracy Score Using Statlog dataset
Figure 5: Correlation Matrix

5
4.1 Performance Measure
4.1.1 Cleveland Heart Disease Dataset

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This study concluded that if we do not have
information regarding patients‘ disease and
symptoms, an individual cannot survive for a long
duration. Exact detection can help in maintaining
the HBP, diabetes, cholesterol, BMI and more. The
precise information support experts to diagnose the
disease at an early stage and provide the right
handling at the time.
Specifically, six classifiers were utilized and
implemented using the Sypder tool to emulate
health decision making with improved accuracy.
The main purpose of our research work is to build a
prediction model and perform comparative analysis
using performance measures. The Experiment result
shows that Random Forest Classifier gives better
accuracy and result on both datasets when we do a
comparative analysis of them among all other
classification models.
In the future, Automated Heart disease prediction
systems may be implemented in remote areas such
as rural areas to replicate human specialist for
diagnosis.

Table 3: Attribute Description
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